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Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem

|EX⟩ = Utwist|GS⟩ |GS⟩

|EX⟩ : Trial excited state

: Ground state

Utwist : Twist operator

Construct the trial excited state by gradually rotating the spins.
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Local Gauge Transformation and Berry phases

52Chapter 7 Degeneracy and consistency condition of Berry phases: Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem and its extension

result is also related to the LSM theorem, and is complementary to the several studies of Berry phase in the
gapped systems [18–20, 40, 54]. Our discussions are applicable to the spin ladder models, the Kondo lattice
models, the periodic Anderson models, quantum Hall systems, the molecular magnets and so on[84–87].

7.2 Gapless excitations of the Heisenberg model
Since it is difficult to obtain the Berry phase by the analytical calculations in general, we rely on the numerical

calculations in most cases. However, we can discuss some general properties of the Berry phase by considering
the gauge transformations of the systems. Now we clarify the relationship between the local Berry phase and
the gauge transformations. The 1D Heisenberg Hamiltonian with local U(1) link twist φ on a link (i, i + 1) is

Hi = eiφS+
i S−

i+1+e−iφS−
i S+

i+1
2 + Sz

i Sz
i+1 +

!
j ̸=i Sj ·Sj+1. In the 1D spin system, the U(1) gauge transformation

of a spin located at the boundary of the twisted link can move the local twist to the next link beyond the
gauge transformed site. In this case, for example, Hj and Hj+1 are related by the U(1) gauge transformation
of the spin operator on the site-2 Uj+1 = ei(S−Sz

j+1)φ as Hj+1 = U†
j+1HjU2. Here we have already fixed the

gauge of the state to be the single valued by multiplying the phase factor eiSθ. The eigenstates of them has
one to one correspondence as |ψj+1⟩ = U†

j+1|ψj⟩, where |ψj⟩ and |ψj+1⟩ are the eigenstates of Hj and Hj+1

with same eigen energy, respectively.
Next, we assume the following statement: The ground state is unique and gapped during the twisting. This

assumption ensures the defined Berry phase. We gauge transform the Berry connection

Aj = ⟨ψj |∂φ|ψj⟩,

= ⟨ψj+1|Uj+1∂φ

"
U†

j+1|ψj+1⟩
#

,

= Aj+1 +
$
S − ⟨ψj+1|Sz

j+1|ψj+1⟩
%
. (7.1)

Then the relation of the Berry phases between the two Hamiltonians is

γj+1 =
&

(S − ⟨ψj |Sz
j+1|ψj⟩)dφ + γj , (7.2)

where γj and γj+1 are the Berry phases which is obtained from the Hj and Hj+1, respectively. Since the 1D
Heisenberg chain has the time reversal symmetry, the second term of the integrand vanishes. Therefore, we
obtain

γj = 2πS + γj+1. (7.3)

Especially in the 1D spin chains, we can determine all of the local Berry phases from one local Berry phase
by using this relation recursively. It yields γj = γj+1 if the spin magnitude is integer, and γj = γj+1 + π if the
spin magnitude is half odd integer.

On the other hand, we obtain γj = γj+1 since the system has the translational symmetry. These two results
contains the contradiction when the spin magnitude is half odd integer, since the Berry phases need to satisfy
the relation γj = γj+1 +π and γj = γj+1 simultaneously. The only way to overcome the contradiction is to get
the Berry phase undefined, which means our assumption “The ground state is unique and gapped during the
twisting.” is no longer valid in this case. This is consistent with the result obtained in the references[80, 88, 89].
They confirmed that the π twist in spin-half-odd-integer Heisenberg models induces the accidental degeneracies
in the spectra.

Thus, we conclude that the Berry phase is “undefined” for the spin half-odd integer Heisenberg model.
Therefore, since we know the uniqueness of the ground state by applying the Peron-Frobenius-theorem, we
obtain the consistent result with the LSM theorem *1.

*1 We can show it using the F symmetry[80] of the Hamiltonian and the excited state constructed from the doubly degenerate
GSs of H(π). In order to show it, we evaluate the energy gap between the GS of H(0) and the H(π), and the GS of H(π)
and expectation value of H(π) via the GS of the H(π). It yields the O(L−1) excitation energy.
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7.2 Gapless excitations of the Heisenberg model
Since it is difficult to obtain the Berry phase by the analytical calculations in general, we rely on the numerical

calculations in most cases. However, we can discuss some general properties of the Berry phase by considering
the gauge transformations of the systems. Now we clarify the relationship between the local Berry phase and
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gauge transformed site. In this case, for example, Hj and Hj+1 are related by the U(1) gauge transformation
of the spin operator on the site-2 Uj+1 = ei(S−Sz

j+1)φ as Hj+1 = U†
j+1HjU2. Here we have already fixed the

gauge of the state to be the single valued by multiplying the phase factor eiSθ. The eigenstates of them has
one to one correspondence as |ψj+1⟩ = U†

j+1|ψj⟩, where |ψj⟩ and |ψj+1⟩ are the eigenstates of Hj and Hj+1

with same eigen energy, respectively.
Next, we assume the following statement: The ground state is unique and gapped during the twisting. This

assumption ensures the defined Berry phase. We gauge transform the Berry connection
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Then the relation of the Berry phases between the two Hamiltonians is
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j+1|ψj⟩)dφ + γj , (7.2)

where γj and γj+1 are the Berry phases which is obtained from the Hj and Hj+1, respectively. Since the 1D
Heisenberg chain has the time reversal symmetry, the second term of the integrand vanishes. Therefore, we
obtain

γj = 2πS + γj+1. (7.3)

Especially in the 1D spin chains, we can determine all of the local Berry phases from one local Berry phase
by using this relation recursively. It yields γj = γj+1 if the spin magnitude is integer, and γj = γj+1 + π if the
spin magnitude is half odd integer.

On the other hand, we obtain γj = γj+1 since the system has the translational symmetry. These two results
contains the contradiction when the spin magnitude is half odd integer, since the Berry phases need to satisfy
the relation γj = γj+1 +π and γj = γj+1 simultaneously. The only way to overcome the contradiction is to get
the Berry phase undefined, which means our assumption “The ground state is unique and gapped during the
twisting.” is no longer valid in this case. This is consistent with the result obtained in the references[80, 88, 89].
They confirmed that the π twist in spin-half-odd-integer Heisenberg models induces the accidental degeneracies
in the spectra.

Thus, we conclude that the Berry phase is “undefined” for the spin half-odd integer Heisenberg model.
Therefore, since we know the uniqueness of the ground state by applying the Peron-Frobenius-theorem, we
obtain the consistent result with the LSM theorem *1.

*1 We can show it using the F symmetry[80] of the Hamiltonian and the excited state constructed from the doubly degenerate
GSs of H(π). In order to show it, we evaluate the energy gap between the GS of H(0) and the H(π), and the GS of H(π)
and expectation value of H(π) via the GS of the H(π). It yields the O(L−1) excitation energy.
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spin magnitude is half odd integer.

On the other hand, we obtain γj = γj+1 since the system has the translational symmetry. These two results
contains the contradiction when the spin magnitude is half odd integer, since the Berry phases need to satisfy
the relation γj = γj+1 +π and γj = γj+1 simultaneously. The only way to overcome the contradiction is to get
the Berry phase undefined, which means our assumption “The ground state is unique and gapped during the
twisting.” is no longer valid in this case. This is consistent with the result obtained in the references[80, 88, 89].
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in the spectra.

Thus, we conclude that the Berry phase is “undefined” for the spin half-odd integer Heisenberg model.
Therefore, since we know the uniqueness of the ground state by applying the Peron-Frobenius-theorem, we
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*1 We can show it using the F symmetry[80] of the Hamiltonian and the excited state constructed from the doubly degenerate
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and expectation value of H(π) via the GS of the H(π). It yields the O(L−1) excitation energy.
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result is also related to the LSM theorem, and is complementary to the several studies of Berry phase in the
gapped systems [18–20, 40, 54]. Our discussions are applicable to the spin ladder models, the Kondo lattice
models, the periodic Anderson models, quantum Hall systems, the molecular magnets and so on[84–87].

7.2 Gapless excitations of the Heisenberg model
Since it is difficult to obtain the Berry phase by the analytical calculations in general, we rely on the numerical

calculations in most cases. However, we can discuss some general properties of the Berry phase by considering
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gauge transformed site. In this case, for example, Hj and Hj+1 are related by the U(1) gauge transformation
of the spin operator on the site-2 Uj+1 = ei(S−Sz

j+1)φ as Hj+1 = U†
j+1HjU2. Here we have already fixed the

gauge of the state to be the single valued by multiplying the phase factor eiSθ. The eigenstates of them has
one to one correspondence as |ψj+1⟩ = U†

j+1|ψj⟩, where |ψj⟩ and |ψj+1⟩ are the eigenstates of Hj and Hj+1

with same eigen energy, respectively.
Next, we assume the following statement: The ground state is unique and gapped during the twisting. This

assumption ensures the defined Berry phase. We gauge transform the Berry connection
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*1 We can show it using the F symmetry[80] of the Hamiltonian and the excited state constructed from the doubly degenerate
GSs of H(π). In order to show it, we evaluate the energy gap between the GS of H(0) and the H(π), and the GS of H(π)
and expectation value of H(π) via the GS of the H(π). It yields the O(L−1) excitation energy.
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Vanishes due to time 
reversal symmetry.

     Constraint for the Berry phases :                                    

Berry phase: well defined only when the gap is stable with twisting

gauge transformation

T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H., Phys. Rev. B 78, 054431 (2008) 
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Can be always gapped 
under the twist

Consistency condition of the Berry phase

Local gauge transformation

Translational invariance

Spin-S Heisenberg chain

Level crossing under the twist
(Suggests gapless excitation)

Consistent with LSM theorem

S=1/2, ... S=1, ...
Breakdown of 
the assumption

γi−1i = γii+1 + 2πS mod 2π

T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H., Phys. Rev. B 78, 054431 (2008) 
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